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Abstract: Loopy belief propagation (LBP) suffers from high computational time, specifically when each node in the Markov
random field (MRF) model has lots of labels. In this study, a swift distance transformed belief propagation (SDT-BP) method is
proposed. SDT-BP employs an efficient dynamic label pruning approach together with distance transformation to boost the
running time of the LBP. The proposed dynamic label pruning approach is independent of any specific message scheduling. The
resultant solution's energy is less than Priority-BP. Furthermore, SDT-BP guarantees convergence in fewer numbers of
iterations. The direct combination of distance transformed belief propagation (DT-BP) with the dynamic label pruning in Priority-
BP has O(KTNlog N) computational complexity. However, the proposed method results in O(KTN) complexity. Where N is the
number of nodes, K is the number of labels for each node, and T is the number of iterations. The authors conduct several
experiments on image inpainting case studies, to evaluate this method. According to this analysis, DT-BP faces nearly 90%
speedup by preserving the energy of the solution at almost the same level. Furthermore, this method can be utilised in any MRF
model where its distance function is transformable, i.e. in various image processing and computer vision problems.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, Markov random field (MRF) is a commonplace means
for solving diverse problems in computer vision, namely, image
restoration, image segmentation, stereo, three-dimensional vision,
object labelling, optical flow, etc. This is especially true for cases
where training based on a large data set of images is not possible.
The MRF formulation of these problems turns into energy
minimisation which is NP-hard. Belief propagation (BP),
introduced by Pearl [1] is one of the approximation algorithms
proposed to deal with this issue. This algorithm can efficiently
approximate the solution. It can also find the exact solution if
certain constraints hold for the problem [1].

Although there were remarkable advances in the way of finding
an efficient algorithm, the standard loopy BP (LBP) still suffers
chiefly from high run-time and computational complexity. Thus,
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [2] proposed a new phenomenal
approach for reducing the computational complexity of BP via the
notion of distance transformation (DT) [3]. We call this method
distance transformed BP (DT-BP). Komodakis and Tziritas [4]
introduced another effective method for accelerating the BP. This
method dynamically schedules the message passing and tries to
prune the proper labels for each random variable of an MRF model
during the inference phase. In this paper, we propose a
combinatorial approach by combining DT with a new dynamic
label pruning approach to accelerate LBP.

The general framework for many computer vision problems is
defined in the following way. Let P be the set of image pixels and
let L be the label state space, e.g. intensity values in pixel-wise
inference or similar patch offsets in patch-wise inference [5]. We
use intensity values of image pixels as labels in all the experiments.
A labelling f is the assignment of f p ∈ L to each pixel p ∈ P. The
formulation is based on two assumptions: first, the output image
should be similar to our input image (for inpainting application,
this assumption is true for all the pixels of the image except the
ones in the missing regions). Second, labels of neighbouring pixels
should vary smoothly all over the image except on objects'
boundaries. The quality of each labelling is measured by the
following energy function

E( f ) = ∑
p ∈ P

Dp( f p) + ∑
(p, q) ∈ N

V( f p, f p) . (1)

Here, N is the set of edges in a four-connected image grid
graph. Dp( f p) is the data cost according to our first assumption.
V( f p, f q) is the smoothing or discontinuity cost corresponding to
our second formulation assumption. f p and f q are the labels of two
adjacent pixels. Furthermore, finding a labelling with minimum
energy, which is equivalent to MAP estimation problem for the
corresponding MRF, is the ultimate goal. Notice that the best
labelling f ∗ is the one with the lowest energy level

f ∗ = argmin
f ∈ L

(E( f )) (2)

Although [4] has notable pros, its dynamic label pruning
method cannot be used directly with DT-BP without increasing the
computational complexity of the resulting algorithm. Komodakis
and co-workers employed the notion of priority in their message
scheduling approach. Each data structure managing to deal with
priority has at least O(log N) computational complexity for either
insert or delete operation. Therefore, direct combination of DT-BP
[2] and Priority-BP [4] has O(KTNlog N) computational
complexity (notice that the computational complexity of Priority-
BP method is O(K2TNlog N)). In contrast, our proposed approach
uses a new dynamic label pruning method to resolve this issue and
it results in O(KTN) worst-case computational complexity, where
N is the number of nodes in an MRF, T is the number of iterations
of the algorithm and K is the number of labels for each node. Due
to the label pruning procedure, our proposed method accelerates
DT-BP up to almost 90%.

Moreover, Komodakis and Tziritas mentioned that their label
pruning approach [4] would not work properly without their
Priority-based message passing. However, our method can be
utilised in combination with any message scheduling algorithm.

Another foremost characteristic of our approach is the
guarantee of convergence. According to the experimental results,
the convergence speed of the proposed method is higher than
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Priority-BP [4]. This means that our approach converges in fewer
numbers of iterations.

The dynamic label pruning approach in Priority-BP [4] yields
solutions with a higher energy level than DT-BP. However, the
solutions of our approach have quite lower energy than Priority-BP.
In the case of image inpainting and denoising, we obtain results
with nearly the same degree of accuracy (energy level) as DT-BP.
We call our approach swift DT-BP (SDT-BP) method.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the
background and related works. The proposed method is explained
in Section 3. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results and
Implementation details. Possible future works are explained in
Section 5. The paper is concluded with Section 6.

2 Background and related works
In this section, we first review the LBP inference method and the
transformation of the linear distance function. Subsequently,
Priority-BP is reviewed. We explain the criteria for measuring the
efficiency of any energy minimisation problems afterwards.
Finally, we will address some related works.

2.1 Loopy BP

BP algorithm has various applications in different scientific
researches [6–10] including computer vision and robotic fields.

The max-product algorithm can be used to find the labelling
with the minimum energy level for (1). Conventionally, this
algorithm is defined by probability distributions, but an equivalent
approach is to convert them to negative log probabilities. In this
way, the min-sum algorithm can be used to find the optimal
labelling [2]. The min-sum algorithm is less sensitive to numerical
artifacts and it directly incorporates the energy function definition
[2].

The notion of message passing has a fundamental role of
understanding how original BP has excessive computational time.
The max-product algorithm works by passing local messages all
over the nodes of an MRF model. In our case, this model is a four-
connected neighbourhood system. At each iteration, every node
sends messages to all of its neighbouring nodes while receiving
incoming messages from those nodes. This process repeats until all
of these messages converge, i.e. they do not face discernible
change anymore. Sometimes, the messages do not converge, and
the algorithm continues until the maximum number of iterations.
For instance, pixel-wise image inpainting problems usually
encounter this issue.

Each message is a vector whose size is defined by the number
of possible associated labels. Let mpq

t  be the message from node p
to its adjacent node q in iteration t. Because we use the negative
log in the min-sum algorithm, the messages mpq

0  between every pair
of adjacent nodes should be initialised with zero. In each iteration,
every single message is computed in the following way:

mpq
t ( f q) =

min
f p

Dp( f p) + V( f p, f q) + ∑
s ∈ N(p)∖q

msp
t − 1( f p) . (3)

Here, N(p)∖q is all the adjacent nodes with p except q.

2.2 Distance transform

The standard implementation of the LBP algorithm without any
acceleration method has O(K2TN) computational cost. We
supposed that all MRF nodes have the same number of labels,
which are intensity values for each pixel of the image. The
complexity of computing each message using (3) is O(K2).
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [2] proposed the following distance
transform approach for reducing the cost of each message
computation to O(K). In this approach, they used the DT method
[3].

Defining the smoothness cost function based on the degree of
difference between labels

V( f p, f q) = s ∥ f p − f q ∥ . (4)

We first rewrite (3) as

mpq
t ( f q) = min

f p
h( f p) + V( f p, f q) . (5)

Here, h( f p) = Dp( f p) + ∑s ∈ N(p)∖q msp
t − 1( f p). We initialise the

message vector m with h( f p) values and then update each vector
entry sequentially. Eventually, the proper distance transformed
message computation method is computed in the forward and the
backward pass like below Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 1). 

This DT algorithm only works for a linear smoothing cost
function. We call this method DT-BP. You can find more details on
the DT algorithms in [2, 11].

After T iterations, belief is computed for each node

bq( f q) = Dq( f q) + ∑
p ∈ N(q)

mpq
T ( f q) . (6)

Finally, the label f q
∗ which minimises the bq is allocated to each

node q.

2.3 Priority-BP

Another influential method for dealing with large label state spaces
in BP was proposed in [4]. This method is known as Priority-BP.
Their approach has two main extensions to standard BP: dynamic
label pruning which occurs while BP is running. It is based on the
principal idea of dramatically reducing the number of labels to
enhance the BP algorithm. The second extension is named priority-
based message passing using label pruning and allowing the
algorithm to send cheap messages between the nodes of an MRF
model [4]. Consequently, it increases BP's convergence speed, thus
accelerating this algorithm. In spite of these advantages, our
experiments revealed that this algorithm leads to considerable
energy level increase comparing to DT-BP in pixel-wise inference.
Notice that the direct combination of DT-BP and Priority-BP is
impossible without increasing the computational complexity of
DT-BP. The reason behind this fact is explained in the introduction
section.

2.4 Measuring efficiency

There are two criteria for measuring the efficiency of any algorithm
in this domain: energy level and running time. The energy level (1)
pertains to the quality of our solution. As we defined in the
previous section, the solution with less energy is more desirable.
After T iterations of our algorithm, we should first find the f q

∗

f q
∗ = argmin

f q ∈ L
bq( f q) . (7)

For each node, this obtained f q
∗ is assigned to node q.

Subsequently, the energy level is computed with (1).

Fig. 1  Algorithm 1: Linear DT
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2.5 Image inpainting and Image completion

Image inpainting is the process of plausibly filling in small missing
regions within an image. Image completion is another similar
computer vision problem which covers a broader range of
applications. However, these terms are often used interchangeably.
There are many researchers focusing on finding efficient (in terms
of accuracy and run-time) solutions for image inpainting problems.
Achanta et al. [12] proposed a solution for the challenging problem
of completing an image whose 99% of pixels are randomly
missing. Although the computational complexity of their method is
linear in the number of pixels of the full image, it fails to fill big
missing regions and holes. Recently, image completion techniques
based on deep neural networks have been widely used. The
methods in [13, 14] use a deep neural network to complete images
of arbitrary resolutions. Gao et al. [15] proposed another data-
driven image completion method. Moreover, Yu et al. [11]
proposed a generative model-based method which not only can
reconstruct the missing regions but it can also explicitly use the
surrounding image features while it is training the network. Using
deep neural networks has also been used for video completion [16].
Although deep learning-based approaches can outperform pixel-
wise and patch-wise image completion in terms of the quality of
results, they are highly dependent on the training set which may
not be available for specific applications. If the picture to be
inpainted is nothing like any of the samples in the training set, their
output will not be plausible. The other consequence of using this
kind of methods is their long training times.

The result of the proposed method has not been compared with
deep neural network-based image completion approaches because
of two reasons. (i) The purpose of using the proposed method in
image completion problems is to fill in the missing regions by just
using the local information available in the single image itself (the
neighbourhood of the filling region). Therefore, the proposed
method does not use a separate training and testing phase using a
large set of images for tuning the parameters of the model as most
of the deep learning approaches do. (ii) Since our focus is on
accelerating the inference phase for real-time applications, it is not
possible to use deep neural network-based models which usually
need long training time.

We conducted experiments on three image inpainting and
denoising case studies to elucidate the effectiveness of our
proposed approach.

2.6 Other related works

There are other attempts to enhance BP's computational cost and
running time by properly scheduling message passing and even
altering the message computation formula. The so-called tree-
reweighted message passing algorithm [17–19] slightly differs
from the standard BP in message computation equation. Moreover,
Elidan et al.[20] used a simple idea for message scheduling in
which the message with the largest abrupt change in two successive
iterations has the most priority. Practically, this approach leads to
faster convergence, and it decreases the likelihood of getting stuck
in local minima. There is no consideration for handling large label
space in these approaches. Besides, Avissar [21] and Isard [22]
have independently proposed a non-parametric BP algorithm. Their
technique is based on an efficient sampling procedure, but it can be
used mainly for extending BP to non-discrete distributions.

Generalised BP (GBP) [23] is a region-based BP algorithm
leading to faster convergence in MRFs. However, its computational
time is high for practical applications. Therefore, [24, 25]
independently tried to accelerate GBP with diverse methods.

The problem of image inpainting and denoising with various
inference methods is considered comprehensively by [26, 27].
Although stating the image inpainting problem is simple, finding a
plausible solution for this problem is far from a trivial task,
specifically in pixel-wise methods.

The computational complexity of DT-BP is O(KTN). Moreover,
the time complexity of the Priority-BP method in [4] is
O(K2TNlog N). Therefore, its running time is higher than DT-BP.
According to our experimental results, the quality of the Priority-
BP's solutions is almost 5% lower (5% higher energy level) than

DT-BP. In this paper, we propose a new BP algorithm which is
swifter than DT-BP and has quite comparable results with DT-BP.

3 Swift distance transformed belief propagation
This section covers our proposed method, which reduces the
message passing computational complexity and run-time by using
distance transformation and a new dynamic label pruning
approach. We have covered DT for the linear distance function in
the previous section. We explain our dynamic label pruning method
in this section. It has been proven that belief propagation is
impractical for problems with an extensive number of labels [4]. In
order to overcome this problem, we prune the labels which
correspond to the improbable label assignments. Furthermore, we
talk about the incorporation of the proposed dynamic label pruning
method in the DT-BP approach. Besides, when the algorithm does
not converge, we propose to resolve the issue with an early
stopping criterion.

3.1 Dynamic label pruning

As we mentioned in the introduction section, the direct
combination of DT-BP [2] and Priority-BP [4] leads to an increase
in computational complexity. Therefore, we propose a new
dynamic label pruning method which is not dependent on any
specific message scheduling and keeps the worst-case
computational complexity as low as DT-BP (i.e. O(KTN)). It is
important to note that the dynamic label pruning capability of the
proposed approach leads to much lower run-time than DT-BP. This
is due to the fact that K (the number of labels for each node) is
continuously decreasing in the successive iterations of our
approach.

The label pruning method is the main part of our algorithm.
Therefore, the following preliminary steps are essential. First, a
belief vector is computed using (6) for each node. We normalise
beliefs by subtracting the least value in each belief vector from all
belief values in that vector. Like [4], we also call these normalised
beliefs the relative beliefs (bq

rel( f q)). As mentioned in (7), the labels
with lower belief values are more desirable to choose. At this point,
the pruning procedure is ready to take a roll. However, we need a
proper method for assessing the possibility of pruning of each
node.

Finding eligible labels for pruning is another fundamental step
in the label pruning procedure. If a node is quite uncertain about
choosing the proper label assignment, no pruning should take
place. For instance, the nodes in the missing region are not certain
enough about appropriate labels at early iterations. Therefore, we
need to measure each node's confidence level. Thanks to [4], we
have the idea of finding this confidence level. The confidence
measurement approach originates from the following simple
assumption. For each node and belief vector, we count the number
of belief values that are below a specific threshold noted by Bconf.
The lower count means the node has higher certainty about
choosing the proper label.

Before going into details of this approach, we should mention
the following fact. [28, 29] have already used confidence level in
their works. Komodakis and Tziritas [4] uses this concept in
priority-based message passing which is inseparable from the
dynamic label pruning approach. However, we used the confidence
level for evaluating the possibility of pruning for each node and
also finding the proper labels to be pruned.

Algorithm 2 (see Fig. 2) measures the confidence level for
every single node. The count value is in scope [1, Knp] where Knp is
the number of labels which have not been pruned in the current
iteration for the associated node. Notice that in each iteration, we
do not count the labels which have previously been pruned. When
the count value is high, there are many labels among which the
node should choose. However, a node with low count value is more
confident about the most probable label assignment.

Confidence level has a strong correlation with the number of
possible labels for pruning. In other words, high confidence level
lets the algorithm prune more labels safely. Therefore, we consider
the following three assumptions in the label pruning procedure:
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∙ Least confidence level (count = Knp) means no pruning,
∙ Highest confidence level (count = 1) means pruning of all labels
except the most probable one,
∙ For confidence levels falling in scope (1, Knp), we should use a
proper mapping.

We define a new threshold for label pruning indicated by Bprune.
In our approach, Bprune is in scope [Bconf, Bmax] where
Bmax = max (bq

rel( f q)). The algorithm prunes any label whose
relative belief value is higher than Bprune. Moreover, finding Bprune
according to confidence level makes our label pruning algorithm
independent of any specific message scheduling algorithm. In order
to find Bprune w.r.t confidence level, we employ the three
aforementioned assumptions. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding linear
mapping from Count value to Bprune. 

After computing Bprune, the algorithm prunes the labels whose
relative beliefs are above this threshold. Using the proposed linear
mapping, nodes with a higher confidence level have a lower
pruning threshold. Thus, the pruning method prunes more labels
for these nodes. Notice that in each iteration, SDT-BP employs the
pruning procedure after the message computation process for all
nodes.

As shown in Fig. 3, the linear mapping is only sensitive to Bconf.
There are two choices for determination of the appropriate Bconf.
Either assigning a static Bconf for all nodes or dynamically finding
the proper Bconf for every single node of the MRF model. The
following subsection discusses the results of these choices in detail.

3.2 Constant versus dynamic Bconf

We found out that Bconf has a key role in the balance between the
run-time and energy of the final solution. As we mentioned in the
previous subsection, there are two alternatives for Bconf
determination.

∙ Constant (fixed) Bconf for all the nodes,
∙ Dynamic Bconf for every single node.

The higher Bconf means larger count value. Therefore, the linear
mapping leads to higher Bprune and less pruning. As a result, the
final solution achieves a lower energy level at the cost of higher
run-time than the second alternative. On the other hand, choosing a
lower Bconf has the inverse results. According to the aforementioned
facts, there is a trade-off between run-time and energy level
balancing by Bconf. Therefore, finding the proper constant Bconf for
all nodes is important.

Furthermore, every single node can determine the Bconf value
dynamically according to its own belief vector. We tried many
alternatives and eventually chose Bconf = Bmax/3. When the
confidence level of a node is high, there are only a few labels with
zero relative beliefs. The other labels have much higher relative
beliefs. Thus, assigning Bconf = Bmax/3 leads to an intense pruning
rate. On the other hand, many near-zero relative beliefs exist when
the confidence level is low. In preliminary iterations of the
algorithm, some higher relative beliefs exist, too. So, assigning
Bconf = Bmax/3 preserves the near-zero labels and prunes the other
ones. If a node does not become confident enough after notable
iterations, it normally oscillates between specific numbers of
labels. These labels usually have high similarity to each other. Such
cases hinder the convergence of the algorithm. By assigning
Bconf = Bmax/3, the node is forced to choose the most probable label
by pruning the other ones.

This dynamic Bconf leads to the guarantee of convergence in a
few iterations. While the algorithm goes on, most nodes are
gradually forced to prune all their labels except the most probable
one. The pruning map of Fig. 4 shows this fact. In this way, even if
there are some nodes which are not sure about their best label
assignment, they will be persuaded by other nodes to prefer one of
these label assignments. The guarantee of convergence is at the
cost of a small increase in energy level. We should emphasise that
Priority-BP caused considerable energy level increase comparing

with DT-BP. According to experimental results, our proposed
method outperforms Priority-BP in terms of both the solution's
quality (lower energy level) and the run-time. This discernible
energy increase in [4] is due to the fact that the pruning threshold
(Bprune) is a constant value. In this way, even the nodes with a low
confidence level, which have a low priority in each iteration, prune
some of their valuable labels. Moreover, constant Bprune leads to
intense pruning in initial iterations of the algorithm as shown in
Fig. 5. This makes the algorithm disregard a few informative labels
at early iterations. Therefore, Priority-BP prunes labels more
greedily than SDT-BP.

Consequently, dynamic Bconf determination always leads to
convergence, but static Bconf does not guarantee it like DT-BP. In
order to reasonably compare our method using static Bconf with DT-
BP in non-converging cases, we propose a simple early stopping
criterion for BP. Notice that this early stopping criterion does not
have any effect on the termination of our proposed method using
dynamic Bconf.

3.3 Early stopping criterion for BP

Occasionally, the BP algorithm does not converge even after a
considerable number of iterations. In order to perform a more
legitimate comparison for such cases, we need an early stopping
criterion for BP. Furthermore, as mentioned in the previous section,
one of the most paramount features of dynamical Bconf computation
is the guarantee of convergence in a few iterations.

After each iteration of the algorithm, we need to find out
whether any assigned labels of nodes have been changed since the
previous iteration. If there is no change in label assignment, the
algorithm is converged. This is the normal stopping criterion for
BP. In addition to such procedure, we also count the number of
nodes which have different assigned labels from their previously
assigned ones. We refer to such count value as C. Consequently,
the Algorithm 3 (see Fig. 6) is the proposed early stopping criterion
for BP. 

We used β = 30 for all our experiments. This means that after
30 successive iterations, if the value C does not decrease, we
suppose the algorithm is oscillating between several repetitious
label assignments and there is no way for convergence. In practice,
this criterion worked fine for all converging and non-converging
cases. In other words, if the algorithm converges, this criterion
mostly does not interfere with the convergence and does not stop
the algorithm earlier than the convergence time. That is why we
choose such a high β value.

Fig. 2  Algorithm 2: Confidence level computation for each node
 

Fig. 3  Linear mapping between confidence level (Count) and pruning
threshold (Bprune). Knp is the number of not pruned labels in the current
iteration
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Notice that using energy level instead of C and minimum
energy level instead of minC in Algorithm 3 (Fig. 6) will lead to
almost the same results in all the experiments. For the sake of
conciseness, we do not mention such results with energy level-
based early stopping criterion.

3.4 Incorporating dynamic label pruning in DT-BP

After each iteration, the appropriate labels are pruned safely. So it
is time to disregard the pruned labels in the procedure of distance
transformed message passing. As we previously mentioned, the
message vectors are initialised with h( f p) values. In order to

incorporate the label pruning effect in this process, we do not
compute h( f p) values for the pruned f p labels. Instead, we initialise
their corresponding message value with a large constant integer
(1000 is used in our experiments). Subsequently, the distance
transformed message passing procedure for linear smoothing cost
function can disregard the pruning labels in the forward and
backward pass of Algorithm 4 (see Fig. 7) (because it uses the
minimum function). 

Consequently, after each iteration of the distance transformed
message passing algorithm, we use the proposed dynamic label
pruning method for all nodes. Notice that we also ignored pruned
labels in the process of computing C in Algorithm 3 (Fig. 6).

Assuming that T is the number of iterations of the proposed
method and N is the number of nodes in the MRF model and K is
the number of labels for each node, the inference procedure for all
the iterations of the algorithm in the worst case has O(KTN)
computational complexity which is lower than O(K2TNlog N) for
the priority-BP. It is important to emphasise that, due to the pruning
procedure, K (the number of labels for each node) is decreasing in
consecutive iterations of the algorithm. This means that practically
much lower than O(KTN) operations are needed for the proposed
algorithm.

Fig. 4  Pruning map. Darker pixels express that more labels are pruned for
the corresponding node. This pruning map is for the primary iterations of
SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf

 

Fig. 5  The comparison of the pruning process between SDT-BP and
Priority-BP. Although SDT-BP prunes more labels after 16 iterations, it
reaches a lower energy level than Priority-BP according to our
experimental results. Priority-BP greedily prunes many labels at early
iterations. This comparison is done for the pixel with coordination (100,
10) in our first case study (the penguin case study)

 

Fig. 6  Algorithm 3: First early stopping criterion
 

Fig. 7  Algorithm 4: SDT-BP DT
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4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
algorithm for accelerating DT-BP. There are three examples of
image inpainting and denoising case studies. We compare our
algorithm with DT-BP in run-time and energy-level of the final
solution. Figs. 8–13 illustrate the ultimate results of our proposed
method (SDT-BP) versus DT-BP method. 

Before going into detailed results, notice that all the algorithms
are implemented in C++ on Linux Ubuntu. The experiments were
conducted on an Intel core 2 duo machine with 2.53 GHz CPU and
4 GB RAM. We fixed the parameters to β = 30 and s = 1 in SDT-
BP and DT-BP. Moreover, we used the proposed scheduling
method in [2] and accelerated updating of [30] for SDT-BP and
DT-BP. Notice that our implementation of DT-BP and SDT-BP
only differs in dynamic label pruning procedure and its
incorporation into the process of DT. The other parts of these
implementations are exactly the same. In order to implement
Priority-BP, the parameters are set in the following way. Lmin = 3,
Lmax = 20, Bconf = 80, Bprune = 100.

The penguin case study is a noisy picture with a missing region
to be inpainted. The size of this image is 122 × 179 pixels. As
shown in Fig. 9, the visual qualities of SDT-BP and DT-BP
solutions are almost the same. Using static Bconf determination leads
to quite identical results to DT-BP. Fig. 8a illustrates the running
time–energy level plot for the penguin case study by utilising the
normal stopping criterion and dynamic Bconf. Notice that DT-BP is
not converging in this case and its run-time is 513.08 second.
Therefore, these algorithms are terminated by the defined
maximum number of iterations, which is 400 in all the
experiments. As we have proven in the previous section, SDT-BP
with dynamic Bconf is converged in 31 iterations and 20.19 s. Fig. 8a
also demonstrates the running time–energy level plot for SDT-BP
with static Bconf and normal stopping criterion. Both DT-BP and
SDT-BP with static Bconf do not converge in the specified number of
iterations.

In order to have a more rigorous comparison with DT-BP, we
used our proposed early stopping criterion with dynamic Bconf in
Fig. 8b. This figure illustrates the running time–energy level plot
for the penguin case study. DT-BP is terminated by our early
stopping criterion in 76 iterations and in 97.92 s. The running time–

energy level plot for SDT-BP with static Bconf alongside the early
stopping criterion is also illustrated in Fig. 8b which runs in 56.79 
s. Both DT-BP and SDT-BP with fixed Bconf are stopped in 76
iterations by the early stopping criterion, whereas SDT-BP with
dynamic Bconf converged in 31 iterations and 20.19 s.

Table 1 shows the numerical results of comparing our algorithm
with DT-BP for SDT-BP with static and dynamic Bconf. Dynamic
Bconf determination with normal stopping criterion has 96.06%
running time reduction in the penguin case study. Using the
proposed early stopping criterion with dynamic Bconf leads to
79.37% acceleration. On the other hand, the energy level increase
for both of these specifications is 1.85%.

Using static Bconf with normal stopping criterion results in
44.22% speed up and 0.18% energy level increase in the penguin
case study according to Table 1. Utilising our proposed early
stopping criterion with static Bconf yields 41.99% acceleration and
0.18% energy level increase. Notice that in all cases with static Bconf
determination, SDT-BP and DT-BP are terminated due to the early
stopping criterion.

Table 2 demonstrations the energy level increase of our
proposed method with dynamic Bconf versus Priority-BP comparing
with DT-BP. The Priority-BP has 6.16% energy level increase for
the penguin case study while our proposed method has only 1.85%
increase. Furthermore, our method leads to faster convergence.
SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf converges in 31 iterations whereas
Priority-BP does not converge in the specified maximum number
of iterations. The running time of Priority-BP is extremely higher
than DT-BP. Besides, Priority-BP has extremely higher
computational complexity. Therefore, we do not compare our
proposed method with Priority-BP in running time.

The three girls case study is a scratched image and our goal is to
inpaint the missing region. In order to add noise to this image, we
used salt and pepper noise. The image size is 483 × 405 pixels. In
the case of dynamic Bconf in Fig. 10, the quality of SDT-BP and DT-
BP solution varies in small extent. SDT-BP with static Bconf results
in visually the same solutions as DT-BP. Fig. 11a is the energy
level–running time plot for the three girls case study by utilising
the normal stopping criterion. DT-BP is not converging in this case.
However, SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf is converging in 37 iterations
as expected. The running time–energy level plot that employs the

Fig. 8  The penguin case study running time–energy level plot with
(a) Normal convergence criterion, (b) Early stopping criterion; Left: the full-size plot. Right: the zoomed-in plot. Notice that each marker point is an iteration of the algorithm
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static Bconf with normal stopping criterion is also illustrated in Fig.
11a. SDT-BP with fixed Bconf is non-convergent. Fig. 11b is the
running time–energy level plot for the proposed method with early
stopping criterion and dynamic Bconf. DT-BP terminated in 88
iterations by the early stopping criterion. The running time–energy
level plot for SDT-BP with fixed Bconf and early stopping criterion
is also represented in Fig. 11b.

According to Table 1, SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf leads to
95.68% running acceleration and 1.08% energy level increase
using normal stopping criterion for the three girls case study.
Incorporating our proposed stopping criterion results in 80.47%
running time reduction and 1.08% energy level increase.

It is shown in Table 1 that SDT-BP with static Bconf and normal
stopping criterion leads to 44.83% acceleration and 0.27% increase
of energy level comparing with standard DT-BP approach.
Employing the proposed early stopping criterion SDT-BP yield
43.54% run-time reduction and 0.27% energy level increase.

According to Table 2, the energy level increase of Priority-BP is
5.12% for the three girls case study while SDT-BP results in 1.08%
increase. Therefore, SDT-BP yields more accurate results.
Moreover, SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf converged in 37 iterations
while Priority-BP does not converge in the specified number of
iterations. Consequently, the convergence speed of SDT-BP is
higher than Priority-BP.

The parrot case study is a picture to be inpainted, in which the
cage has to be removed. The image size is 731 × 736 pixels. We
add salt and pepper noise to this picture. As it is shown in Fig. 13,
the difference in the quality of our solution and DT-BP solution is
hardly discernible when the dynamic Bconf determination is used.
SDT-BP with static Bconf results in quite similar results. The running

time - energy level plot for SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf and normal
stopping criterion is shown in Fig. 12a. DT-BP is not converging in
this case study again. SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf converges in 54
iterations. The running time–energy level plot for SDT-BP using
static Bconf and normal stopping criterion is also presented in Fig.
12a. Fig. 12b demonstrates the running time–energy level plot
employing dynamic Bconf and the proposed early stopping criterion.
DT-BP stopped in 256 iterations. Fig. 12b is also the illustration of
running time–energy level plot for SDT-BP with fixed Bconf and the
proposed early stopping criterion. SDT-BP with static Bconf stopped
in 196 iterations in this case.

According to the last column of Table 1, SDT-BP accelerates
DT-BP 93.57% and increases the energy level 1.36% employing
dynamical determination of Bconf and normal stopping criterion.
Assimilating the early stopping criterion with dynamic Bconf in
SDT-BP leads to 89.96% acceleration and 1.36% energy level
increase comparing to DT-BP in the parrot case study.

Table 1 shows that employing static Bconf alongside normal
stopping criterion yield 45.12% acceleration and 0.12% energy
level increase w.r.t DT-BP on the parrot case study. The early
stopping criterion incorporated in SDT-BP with fixed Bconf leads to
56.24% acceleration and 0.12% energy level increase.

According to Table 2, Priority-BP results in 6.24% increase in
energy level. Moreover, SDT-BP with dynamic Bconf converges in
54 iterations and Priority-BP does not converge in 400 iterations.
This shows higher convergence speed in the proposed approach.

Notice that in all the experiments, the well-known DT-BP does
not converge. Our proposed algorithm with dynamic Bconf has
converged in a few iterations in all the experiments. Moreover,
Priority-BP does not converge in all cases. Therefore, SDT-BP with
dynamic Bconf has higher convergence speed than Priority-BP. SDT-
BP static Bconf and DT-BP are terminated due to early stopping
criterion in all case studies.

The pruning map for all the case studies is shown in Fig. 4. The
pruning map shows the number of pruned labels for each pixel.
Darker pixels stand for more pruned labels for the corresponding
node in the MRF model. It is conspicuous that after a few

Fig. 9  The penguin case study. Results of applying different methods with
different possibilities of stopping criterion and Bconf. The size of all these
images is 122 × 179

 

Fig. 10  The three girls case study. Results of applying different methods
with different possibilities of stopping criterion and Bconf. The size of all
these images is 483 × 405. Input is the result of adding salt and pepper
noise to the original image
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iterations, most nodes prune all their labels except the most
probable one.

5 Future works
Our proposed method enhances the computational complexity and
run-time of the BP algorithm by pruning the appropriate labels
securely and dynamically. In all our experiments, there are 256
labels for the nodes (corresponding to the gray-scale intensity
values of pixels) in the MRF model. We believe that our SDT-BP

algorithm can engender better results in other problems with larger
label state space. Consequently, this algorithm can be incorporated
more successfully in other domains like patch-based image
completion, etc. where there exist numerous numbers of labels. DT
is not always feasible in all of these cases. Therefore, we need a
new general-purpose DT method usable for a broader range of
distance functions.

Fig. 11  The three girls case study running time–energy level plot with
(a) Normal convergence criterion, (b) Early stopping criterion. Left: the full-size plot. Right: the zoomed-in plot. Notice that each marker point is an iteration of the algorithm

 

Fig. 12  The parrot case study running time–energy level plot
(a) Normal convergence criterion, (b) Early stopping criterion. Left plot is the full-size plot. Right plot is the zoomed-in plot
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6 Conclusion
LBP as an approximation inference algorithm for MRFs is widely
used in the recent researches. The main limitation of the LBP
algorithm is its high computational time for message passing,
especially in problems with large label state space. We have
proposed a novel approach named the SDT-BP which substantially
reduces the run-time of the DT-BP method, leading to solutions
with almost the same quality. The notion of dynamic label pruning
is used, which is independent of the message scheduling algorithm,
unlike the other methods like priority-BP, which is limited to
certain kind of message scheduling. This new label pruning

approach is incorporated alongside distance transformed belief
propagation. Moreover, SDT-BP outperforms Priority-BP in both
the quality of the ultimate solution and convergence speed. The
proposed method converges in fewer iterations than Priority-BP.
Proved in previous sections, the direct combination of Priority-BP
and DT-BP has at least O(KTNlog N) time complexity. In contrast,
the computational complexity of our proposed approach is
O(KTN). Furthermore, this method is faster than DT-BP because
of the new dynamic label pruning approach incorporated in our
method. As Komodakis and Tziritas mentioned in Priority-BP's
paper [4], their label pruning method malfunctions unless being
used beside priority-based message passing algorithm. However,

Fig. 13  The parrot case study. Results of applying different methods with different possibilities of stopping criterion and Bconf. The size of all these images is
731 × 736. Input is the result of adding salt and pepper noise to the original image

 
Table 1 Acceleration and energy level increase percentages comparing our proposed method with DT-BP. Notice that β = 30
for the proposed early stopping criterion. SDT-BP has Bconf = 80 in all the static cases
Mapping Stopping criterion Penguin, % Three girls, % Parrot%
dynamic Bconf normal acceleration 96.06 95.68 93.57

energy increase 1.85 1.08 1.36
early stopping acceleration 79.37 80.47 89.96

energy increase 1.85 1.08 1.36
static Bconf normal acceleration 44.22 44.83 45.12

energy increase 0.18 0.27 0.12
early stopping acceleration 41.99 43.54 56.24

energy increase 0.18 0.27 0.12
 

Table 2 Comparing SDT-BP using dynamic Bconf and Priority-BP with DT-BP. The comparison is done on energy level increase
and the number of iterations for convergence
Method Penguin Three girls Parrot

Energy increase, % Iterations Energy increase, % Iterations Energy increase, % Iterations
SDT-BP 1.85 31 1.08 37 1.36 54
priority BP 6.16 × 5.12 × 6.24 ×
The symbol × means that the corresponding algorithm does not converge in specified number of iterations.
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SDT-BP can be incorporated in combination with any message
scheduling algorithm. The other foremost facet of the proposed
approach is the guarantee of convergence in a low number of
iterations when dynamic Bconf is used. We used several case studies
in image completion and inpainting to evaluate the proposed
method.
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